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Abstract: Optical fiber is a micron-scale element with light trapped in its core. People have attempted to incorporated “microstructures” into fibers for years. A successful example is the photonic crystal fiber (PCF). With the fast progress in micro and even nano-fabrication techniques, we have more freedom to design and fabricate various “Microstructured fibers”. The microstructure induces “optical resonance” or “phase matching”, which are normally sensitive to environmental conditions. On the other hand, optical fiber is a perfect light transmission line with industry standard input/output connections. As a consequence, the combination of fiber and microstructure would give very attractive promising applications in optical sensing and signal processing. In this talk, I am going to introduce our recent work on various fiber-optic sensors, including PCF index/temperature sensors with multi-beam interference, liquid crystal cladding fiber for pressure sensing, transflective nano-wire grid fiber sensor, microfiber coil resonator and micro-fiber probe FP/FBG sensors.
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